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Abstract
Most transit agencies operate the same schedule Monday through Friday, except on holi-
days. Recent work suggests that agencies potentially could save money by operating differ-
ent schedules on Friday. This research paper aims to identify factors associated with differ-
ent ridership patterns on Friday, especially when limited data are available. Ridership data 
for seven bus routes serving Newark, New Jersey, were analyzed, along with characteristics 
of the routes and areas they serve. These data were limited in that they were provided as 
a PDF file and were for one month only. Land uses associated with commuting, specifically 
those with a mix of high residential density and employment density, were found to have 
different ridership patterns on Friday. A three-part screening process is outlined, looking at 
the base level of weekday ridership, service frequency, and the residential and employment 
land uses served. Based on this, two routes serving Newark were identified for which an 
alternative schedule potentially could be implemented on Friday. This screening process will 
be useful for transit agencies with limited data resources and that may benefit from Friday 
exception scheduling, when it is feasible to implement. 
Introduction
Recent research suggested that New York City Transit could save $13 million per annum 
by operating different bus schedules on Friday, due to different ridership demands com-
pared to other weekdays (Lu and Reddy 2012). However, not all bus routes show a con-
sistent decrease in ridership on Friday. A one-week snapshot of data from NJ TRANSIT 
showed that of the 38 bus routes that serve Newark, there was a median reduction of 3.1 
percent in trips on Friday compared to the average for Tuesday through Thursday, and 
that only 28 routes showed an overall decrease in trips on Friday. Changes in the number 
of trips on Fridays varied from a reduction of 17 percent to an increase of 21 percent.
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This paper further explores the issues identified by Lu and Reddy (2012) by investigating 
the underlying route, demographic, land use, and other factors associated with different 
ridership patterns on Friday. The aim is to provide transit agencies with a simple screening 
technique that is usable in the absence of detailed ridership data to identify routes with 
the greatest potential for operating different schedules on Friday (exception schedules), 
which potentially could lead to significant cost savings.
Background
Most transit agencies operate the same schedules Monday through Friday, with different 
schedules on Saturday, Sunday, and holidays. However, exception schedules often are run 
for special events or on the Friday before a holiday weekend. For example, NJ TRANSIT 
operated extra rail and bus services for the 2014 Super Bowl, which was held in northern 
New Jersey (NJ TRANSIT 2014), and runs an “Early Getaway” service, with extra trains on 
the Friday afternoon preceding major holiday weekends, including Memorial Day and 
Labor Day (NJ TRANSIT 2012, NJ TRANSIT 2014(a)).
Lu and Reddy (2012) identify three potential factors that may lead to different transit 
ridership patterns on Friday. First, people may not travel at all on Friday if they work part-
time or if they choose to work at home. Second, people may leave work earlier on Friday 
compared to other weekdays. Third, people may engage in other activities after work on 
Friday, such as shopping or recreation. In each case, people will travel at a different time 
on Friday compared to other weekdays (or may choose to not travel at all), and the transit 
agency could choose to respond differently—for example, by not strengthening service 
in the PM peak as is routinely done on other weekdays or by running extra late-night 
services.
A report for the UK Department for Transport identified a variety of different flexible 
working practices, in particular, part-time (working fewer than 30 hours per week), flex-
time (varying start and finish times), and compressed hours (working a full workweek 
over a shorter time period, for example, 4 10-hour days or a 9-day fortnight) (IFF Research 
2013). Studies by the Bureau of Labor Statistics estimated that 27.5 percent of workers 
in May 2004 had flexible schedules (“that allowed them to vary the time they began 
or ended work”) (Bureau of Labor Statistics 2005) and that working at home and shift 
working varies by occupational group. Whereas shift workers may have different travel 
patterns compared to employees who work the traditional 9-to-5, they are unlikely to 
have any flexibility in changing their shift start and end times (Torpey 2007). This suggests 
that flexible work trends may result in significant changes in ridership on Friday, as this is 
often the day that employees choose to not work or to leave early. Also, identifying large 
clusters of employees in industries associated with flexible working practices may help 
identify the routes that experience the largest changes in ridership on Friday. Analysis of 
National Household Travel Survey (NHTS) data also showed that flexibility in work arrival 
times varied by household income and gender (Federal Highway Administration 2012). 
Other factors that may influence ridership patterns on Friday include car ownership 
(Roorda, Saneinejad, and Miller 2007), areas where a high percentage of people do not 
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work (unemployed, students, retired) due to fewer commute trips, and the length of 
commute (Metz 2008; Mokhtarian and Chen 2003). 
The objective here is to extend the work of Lu and Reddy (2012) by investigating how 
these factors may affect Friday ridership. As part of this analysis, a technique for screening 
potential routes for further investigation of Friday exception scheduling was developed, 
which may be especially useful for agencies without sufficient data.
Methodology and Data
Seven routes were selected from the 38 that serve Newark and were considered rep-
resentative of the types of route operated by agencies serving large urban areas. These 
include a mix of urban-to-suburban, intra-urban, and urban-to-urban routes that serve a 
variety of trip purposes and destinations, including local and regional employment cen-
ters, retail destinations, schools, colleges, and healthcare and recreational facilities. The 
service frequency, hours of service, and average number of daily unlinked trips also varied 
substantially across these routes. A map of the routes and a table summarizing their key 
characteristics are provided in Figure 1 and Table 1.
FIGURE 1.  NJ TRANSIT route map (NJ TRANSIT 2013b)
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 TABLE 1.  Service Characteristics
Route Terminals
Other Major 
Destinations 
Served
Route 
Length 
(miles)
AM Peak 
Frequency 
(Buses per 
Hour per 
Direction)
Inter-Peak 
(Buses per 
Hour per 
Direction)
PM Peak 
(Buses per 
Hour per 
Direction)
Off-Peak 
(Buses per 
Hour per 
Direction)
Hours of Service
Average 
Running 
Time 
(h:mm)
Average 
Daily 
Trips 
(rank)a
Minimum 
Daily Trips
Maximum 
Daily Trips
1
Newark (Ivy Hill)–Jersey City 
(Exchange Place/Journal Square)
Kearny 7.7 13 8 13 3 5:30 AM –3:30 AM 0:44
15,200 
(2)
11,000 16,000
11
Newark (downtown)– 
Willowbrook
Montclair 14.3 4 2 2 1 5:30 AM–9:30 PM 1:03
3,100 
(19)
1,900 3,800
13 Irvington– Clifton 13.6 8 8 8 3 4:45 AM– 1:45 AM 0:51
15,500 
(1)
10,300 16,600
59 Newark (downtown)– Plainfield 24.2 4 5 3 1 6:00 AM– 9:00 PM 1:13
5,500 
(11)
4,000 6,000
62 Newark (Penn Station)– Elizabeth Newark Airport 12.3 4 4 4 3 24 hrs 0:34
5,500 
(10)
4,000 5,900
107
South Orange–New York City 
(Port Authority Bus Terminal)
Newark Airport 23.1 8 2 6 2 5:00 AM–1:00 AM 0:57
3,400 
(17)
2,500 3,600
108
Newark (Penn Station)–New 
York City (Port Authority Bus 
Terminal)
Union City 14.9 1 1 1 1
5:00 AM–12:00 
midnight
0:44
1,300 
(29)
800 1,400
a Rank refers to average daily number of unlinked trips for NJ TRANSIT buses serving Newark. Of the 38 routes that serve Newark, Route 13 serves the most trips and Route 1 the second most.
Sources: NJ TRANSIT 2013; NJ TRANSIT 2013c
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NJ TRANSIT provided data for the number of unlinked trips for every weekday in Feb-
ruary (20 days total) by route. These data were exported from their monitoring system 
in PDF format and were based on farebox registrations (when a passenger boards a bus 
and either buys a ticket or shows a pass or ticket, this is registered in the system; total 
registrations for each run are then recorded by operator log-on time). The data were 
then converted to a more usable format, cleaned, and checked. NJ TRANSIT (2013a) also 
provided a GIS layer with all of its bus stops in New Jersey. All of the stops served by the 
seven routes were selected, and a quarter-mile buffer was drawn around each stop (the 
maximum distance passengers are expected to walk to a bus stop [NJ TRANSIT 2010; 
Kittelson & Associates, Inc., et al 2013]). Other data were then spatially joined to each bus 
stop based on this buffer and summarized at the route level. These included population 
and employment data (U.S. Census Bureau 2010, 2011); the location and types of schools, 
colleges, and hospitals (New Jersey Geographic Information Network 2007, 2008, 2012); 
length of commute (U.S. Census Bureau 2011); car ownership and household income (U.S. 
Census Bureau 2011); and the non-working-age population (U.S. Census Bureau 2010). 
Land use data were taken from the New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection’s 
Land-Use/Land-Cover dataset (New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection 
2010), which provides information on land uses collected from color infrared imagery and 
other data sources. Route characteristics were taken from General Transit Feed Specifica-
tion (GTFS) data (NJ TRANSIT 2013c) and published timetable information (NJ TRANSIT 
2013). These data were supplemented with site visits.
Issues with Ridership Data
As noted, the NJ TRANSIT ridership data were in a format that made it time-consuming 
to extract and analyze. Whether other transit agencies can access only PDF reports of 
their data is not known, but this seems to be the case for NJ TRANSIT and makes analysis 
problematic. There were several other limitations with this data. First, there was a holiday 
(Presidents’ Day) during this period. Trips on this Monday were considerably lower than 
other Mondays, so this day was excluded from the analysis. The number of trips the week 
before and the remainder of the week following Presidents’ Day was similar to the other 
weeks in February, so these days were not excluded, and it was not considered a signifi-
cant limitation of the data. 
Second, the trip data were time-stamped based on when the operator logged on to the 
system at the start of the route, not when a passenger actually purchased a ticket. This 
means that when analyzing the data, the peak travel times are earlier than what would 
normally be considered the peak. Given that the time between when the driver logs on 
and when the route starts is approximately one hour, peak travel times based on the time-
stamp are potentially one hour earlier than the actual peak travel time. When analyzing 
the data, all of the times recorded had been shifted appropriately. This is not considered 
a significant limitation, as the trip patterns still will be the same. 
Third, only the total number of unlinked trips was recorded for each route, not the num-
ber of trips between particular stops or linked trips made by passengers. This means that 
only route-level characteristics could be analyzed and not the characteristics of individual 
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stops, passengers, or journeys that included transfers. While this is a limitation, given the 
number of trips, this level of aggregation may be necessary to identify overall trends. 
Fourth, as the data covered only one month, it was not possible to consider seasonal vari-
ations in trips. However, as February is a month without a significant holiday that would 
markedly affect ridership, this is not considered a significant limitation. There also were 
no significant weather events that would have changed ridership patterns.
Available survey data instead of trip data were explored to assess suitability. However, it is 
unusual for data to be collected for the purpose of assessing variations across days of the 
week; most data collection excludes Friday, as traffic on this day is considered “abnormal” 
(Department for Transport [UK] 2014), and it is rare for data collection to take place over 
a sufficiently long period (more than two weeks) to allow longer-term activity patterns 
to be identified (Axhausen et al. 2002), such as nine-day fortnights. NJ TRANSIT tends to 
conduct on-board survey data collection only for specific studies; no survey data were 
available that would be suitable for this research.  
NHTS data also were explored, as these are available broken down by day of the week 
and time of day. There are more trips on Friday than any other day across all modes: 15.4 
percent of trips are made on Friday, based on calculations done with the 2009 NHTS data 
(Federal Highway Administration 2011). However, the survey methodology means that 
the data are not suitable for looking at day-of-week and time-of-day variations in transit 
use. NHTS does not oversample transit users and, given that they make up such a small 
percentage of all trips (bus trips accounted for only 1.6% of total trips in the 2009 survey), 
breaking these data down further (for example, by day of week and time of day) does not 
reveal any clear patterns, given the margin of error, and it cannot be done for a specific 
transit system, let alone for any particular route.
Ridership Patterns During the Week
Average daily and hourly trips are summarized in Table 2 and Table 3. In general, the 
patterns are consistent with Lu and Reddy’s (2012) findings. For most of the bus routes, 
the number of trips taken is most similar on Tuesday through Thursday, with the largest 
differences on Friday. However, one difference is that the increase in evening ridership 
on Friday observed in New York City is not evident; for each hour between 8:00 PM and 
1:00 AM, the day with the lowest number of trips is Friday across all seven routes serving 
Newark. Other authors have suggested that there may be less transit use at this time on 
Friday due to the variety of activities being carried out on this day that are more easily 
accessible by car (Roorda, Saneinejad, and Miller 2007; Clay 1980, 122), so the patterns in 
ridership in New York City may not be typical of other areas in this respect, given the high 
level of off-peak transit ridership there. 
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Route
Average Trips Day with Lowest 
Average TripsMonday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday
1 15,165 15,287 15,591 15,785 14,281 Friday
11 3,159 3,238 3,177 3,287 3,169 Monday
13 15,523 15,708 15,490 15,876 14,893 Friday
59 5,357 5,499 5,297 5,790 5,311 Wednesday
62 5,374 5,454 5,605 5,601 5,346 Friday
107 3,385 3,453 3,336 3,524 3,322 Friday
108 1,282 1,340 1,349 1,262 1,125 Friday
Average (All Routes) 7,035 7,140 7,120 7,304 6,778 Friday
TABLE 2. 
Average Daily Trips by Route
TABLE 3. 
Average Hourly Trips Route
Average Trips Day with Lowest 
Average TripsMonday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday
06:00–06:59 2,057 2,129 2,119 2,311 2,208 Monday
07:00–07:59 4,328 4,384 4,375 4,458 3,822 Friday
08:00–08:59 4,384 4,751 4,659 4,720 4,419 Monday
09:00–09:59 3,216 3,012 2,893 3,138 2,902 Wednesday
10:00–10:59 2,335 2,407 2,459 2,543 2,482 Monday
11:00–11:59 2,367 2,267 2,120 2,211 2,135 Wednesday
12:00–12:59 2,489 2,419 2,392 2,287 2,636 Thursday
13:00–13:59 2,320 2,324 2,260 2,587 2,947 Wednesday
14:00–14:59 2,843 2,657 2,735 2,880 2,895 Tuesday
15:00–15:59 3,891 4,235 4,145 4,130 3,905 Monday
16:00–16:59 4,201 3,844 3,939 3,914 3,628 Friday
17:00–17:59 3,940 4,028 3,994 4,077 3,366 Friday
18:00–18:59 2,873 2,972 2,934 2,952 2,574 Friday
19:00–19:59 2,153 2,027 2,225 2,277 2,112 Tuesday
20:00–20:59 1,438 1,482 1,530 1,557 1,257 Friday
21:00–21:59 1,218 1,382 1,287 1,350 995 Friday
22:00–22:59 1,003 1,058 1,114 1,053 832 Friday
23:00–23:59 692 659 713 825 642 Friday
00:00–00:59 386 419 453 398 359 Friday
Note: Bold rows are periods with highest number of trips.
 
Based on estimates using the National Transit Database (NTD), New York City Transit has 
76 percent of its vehicles in off-peak service, compared to an average of 45 percent for 
other large transit agencies, 43 percent for all agencies, and only 17 percent for NJ TRAN-
SIT, suggesting significantly higher off-peak ridership in New York City compared to other 
areas (Federal Transit Administration 2012). New York City is also likely to attract a larger 
number of evening leisure trips compared to other urban areas such as Newark, given the 
quality and variety of activities available.
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Identifying the Potential for Friday Exception Schedules
Table 4 shows the reduction in total trips on Friday compared to the average for Tuesday 
through Thursday. All of the routes have fewer trips on Friday, but both the percentage 
reduction and the reduction in the number of trips vary widely. Routes 1 and 13 show the 
largest reduction in the number of trips and are likely to be the only routes on which the 
reduction is sufficiently large to consider changing schedules on Friday.
TABLE 4. 
Reduction in Total Trips 
on Fridays
Route Average Ridership  (Tue–Thu)
Reduction in 
Friday Trips
Percentage Reduction  
in Friday Trips
108 1,317 -192 -14.6%
1 15,554 -1,273 -8.2%
13 15,691 -799 -5.1%
59 5,528 -217 -3.9%
62 5,553 -208 -3.7%
107 3,438 -116 -3.4%
11 3,234 -65 -2.0%
Figure 2 and Table 5 show how trips vary by time-period and route on Friday compared to 
Tuesday through Thursday. Whereas there are large percentage differences in the off-peak 
on all routes on Friday, the relatively infrequent service on all of the routes suggests that 
there is limited potential to alter schedules at this time of day given the need to maintain 
a minimum level of service. Looking at the PM peak, there are significant percentage 
differences in trips on three of the routes—Route 1 (-17.4%), Route 13 (-16.7%), and Route 
108 (-33.9%). However, again, given the low number of trips on Route 108 (only 132 trips 
in the PM peak on Friday), only Routes 1 and 13 should be considered as candidates for 
which the schedule could be changed on Friday in the PM peak. These routes also both 
operate at least eight buses per hour per direction in the PM peak, so there is potential to 
reduce service without this resulting in unacceptably long waiting times for passengers. 
The changes in the AM peak and inter-peak are generally not as large, although, again, 
there are reductions of 11.6 percent (498 trips) on Route 1 and 8.2 percent (313 trips) 
on Route 13 in the AM peak, so there may be some potential to reduce service on these 
routes at this time. None of the other differences is more than 250 trips (even though, in 
some cases, this may be a large percentage change), so there is probably limited potential 
to change the schedule at these times.
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FIGURE 2. 
Percentage difference in 
Friday trips compared to 
average Tuesday through 
Thursday trips
TABLE 5.  Change in Friday Trips by Time Period
Route
AM Peak Inter-Peak PM Peak Off-Peak
Change Percentage  Change Change
Percentage  
Change Change
Percentage  
Change Change
Percentage  
Change
1 -498 -11.6% 195 4.1% -607 -17.4% -286 -15.6%
11 -78 -10.7% 105 10.2% -2 -0.3% -47 -9.0%
13 -313 -8.2% 217 3.9% -590 -16.7% -202 -10.1%
59 -38 -3.1% 28 1.5% -28 -2.1% -70 -16.7%
62 43 5.3% 44 2.3% -12 -1.5% -208 -17.2%
107 -60 -6.6% 48 6.0% -10 -1.3% -97 -16.9%
108 -42 -13.8% 10 2.6% -67 -33.9% -98 -34.7%
Note: Change in Friday trips compared to average for same period for Tuesdays-Thursdays.
As noted above, service frequency is an important consideration, as there is a need to 
maintain a minimum level of service. Additionally, reducing service frequency likely will 
have an impact on ridership. TCRP Report 95 found that ridership changes due to changes 
in service frequencies vary substantially, but the average response to frequency changes 
(including frequency decreases) approximates a mid-point arc elasticity of 0.5 (Evans et al. 
2004). For Route 13, which carries an average of 2,933 trips in the PM peak on Friday and 
runs 8 buses per hour per direction, this elasticity implies that decreasing this to 6 buses 
per hour per direction would result in a decrease of 391 trips. However, the research also 
found that ridership responses to changes in service frequency are greatest when the prior 
frequency is fewer than three buses per hour (Evans et al. 2004). This suggests an additional 
criterion for changing service patterns on Friday is that a minimum service frequency of 
three buses per hour should be maintained. Crowding also may result from a reduction 
in service frequency. Given that schedules would be changed only on routes that experi-
ence less demand on Friday and on routes with at least four buses per hour, it is thought 
unlikely that this would be a significant issue. However, more detailed trip data, including 
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trip origins and destinations and actual time of travel (which were not available), would be 
necessary to evaluate this further. The need for passengers to be able to connect with other 
services also may have an impact on service frequency and the timing of services.
There are a number of other relevant considerations in operating different schedules 
on Friday. There may be customer satisfaction implications; research has found that 
easy-to-remember departure times are a significant factor in favorable user perceptions of 
the length of wait for transit service and in increasing ridership (Evans et al. 2004). Operat-
ing a different schedule on Friday may make it more difficult to remember departure times. 
However, Smartphone apps and online journey planners may mean this is less significant 
than previously believed (see, for example, Sakaria and Stehfest 2013). Minimizing the 
number of changes in the Friday schedule compared to the schedule for other weekdays 
also will help to minimize any impact of this. (See NJ TRANSIT 2014b for an example of 
a schedule with additional services that operate only on certain days.) There will also be 
costs associated with developing new schedules. These will be specific to each route, but 
they may be offset by the opportunity to reallocate resources—for example, extending ser-
vice hours at other times of the week, which may result in increased fare revenue (see, for 
example, discussion of NJ TRANSIT Route 59 in Evans et al. 2004) or savings in operations 
and maintenance costs due to fewer route miles being operated. Staffing also may be an 
issue, as agencies may be limited to the extent they can realize savings in wages by cutting 
some runs due to labor agreements, and rearranging driver schedules may not be possible.
Land Use and Commuting Patterns
Previous work by Lu and Reddy (2012) suggested different ridership patterns on Friday may 
be associated with different commuting patterns on this day. To determine if each route 
was likely to serve significant numbers of commuters, we examined land use around all 
of the bus stops on each route. As a commute trip has two ends, an origin at home and a 
destination at work (or vice-versa), residential and employment land uses were examined. 
Table 6 summarizes these for each of the routes and shows that the three routes with the 
most significant difference in trips on Friday are ranked 1st, 3rd, and 4th in terms of the 
percentage of land along their route that is classified as either residential or employment. 
Route 59 is ranked 2nd and does not display the same pattern. However, whereas this route 
has a lot of residential land uses, it does not serve as many employment locations. (It runs 
from Newark out to the suburbs, serving a number of suburban locations and small towns, 
including Cranford, Westfield, and Plainfield, with large amounts of residential land but rel-
atively few jobs or large employers.) This suggests that it is the link between residential and 
employment land uses that is important, as would be expected given the association with 
commuting. Hence, having a large proportion of residential land use but a relatively small 
proportion of employment land use, such as Route 59, is not likely to be associated with 
different ridership patterns on Friday. Similarly, Route 62, which has the largest proportion 
of land use related to employment but the lowest proportion of residential land, also does 
not exhibit different ridership patterns on Friday. Residential density also may be a factor, 
as it is the routes with high percentages of high-density residential land use that display 
different ridership patterns on Friday. In general, high-density residential land uses would 
be expected to be correlated with higher levels of transit use (Cervero and Kockelman 
1997), so, again, this would be expected. 
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TABLE 6.  Percentage of Employment and Residential Land Use by Route
Route
Employment–
Airport 
Facilities
Employment–
Commercial/ 
Services
Employment–
Industrial
Total 
Employment 
Land Use
Residential–
High Density
Residential–
Medium 
Density
Residential–
Low Density
Residential–
Rural
Total 
Residential 
Land Use
Total 
Employment 
and Residential 
Land Use
13 0% 15% 8% 23% 50% 12% 0% 0% 62% 85%
59 0% 11% 3% 14% 21% 48% 2% 0% 71% 85%
108 21% 7% 5% 33% 33% 12% 1% 0% 46% 79%
1 0% 21% 11% 32% 45% 1% 0% 0% 46% 78%
11 0% 16% 4% 20% 22% 23% 9% 1% 55% 75%
107 0% 22% 17% 39% 29% 0% 0% 0% 29% 68%
62 20% 14% 8% 42% 13% 0% 0% 0% 13% 55%
Residential Classifications:
High Density: High-density single units or multiple dwelling units on 1/8–1/5 acre lots. This includes single-unit residential areas of more than five dwellings per acre, residential area of 
two and three family homes, row houses and garden apartments up to three stories high, and residential areas comprising condominiums, apartment complexes, and towers of four 
stories or more.
Medium Density: Single residential units on 1/8–½ acre lots.
Low Density: Single residential units on ½–1 acre lots.
Rural: Single residential units on lots between 1 and 2 acres. Despite the name, this includes estates or modern subdivisions with large lot sizes having a density of less than 1 dwelling 
unit per acre. (New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection 2007)
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Population and employment along each of the routes show similar but not identical pat-
terns. This may be because Census data were taken from block groups that overlapped 
with areas served by bus stops on each route and, hence, may include employment or 
residential areas that are outside of the quarter-mile buffer identified as the maximum 
walking distance to a bus stop. The polygons in the Land-Use/Land Cover dataset are 
generally smaller than block groups, and hence, spatially, it is likely to be more accurate. 
Similarly, looking at employment by occupation sector based on those industries that 
allow flexible working hours (according to Bureau of Labor Statistics 2005) does not show 
different ridership patterns on Friday. In addition to limitations with the spatial accuracy 
of the Census data, the limited number of occupation categories recorded by the Census 
(5) means these data are unlikely to be accurate enough for identifying clusters of employ-
ees with flexible hours. 
Route 62 serves the airport and was observed to be used by a large number of airport 
employees and few airline passengers. These employees are less likely to have flexibility 
in the hours they work due to their large amount of shift work. Route 107 also serves the 
airport. These two routes show relatively low reductions in total trips on Friday compared 
to the average number of total trips for Tuesday through Thursday (reductions of 3.7% 
and 3.4%, respectively) and, in particular, in PM peak on Friday (1.5% and 1.3%). Hence, it is 
possible that routes that serve employers with significant concentrations of shift workers 
may be more likely to maintain relatively consistent ridership throughout the week, but 
more data would be required to confirm this.
Other Factors
Other factors previously identified as likely to be associated with different ridership 
patterns on Friday, including long commutes, high levels of car ownership, and high 
household income, were analyzed using the same methodology. However, there was no 
association between different ridership patterns on Friday and these factors. Similarly, 
factors identified as likely to be associated with consistent ridership across all weekdays, 
including Friday, were analyzed, including routes that served significant proportions of 
education, health, shopping, and leisure trips, and which served significant transit-depen-
dent populations. Again, there was no association between these factors and consistent 
ridership across all weekdays.
Conclusions
The focus of this paper has been on attempting to understand why different ridership 
patterns arise on Friday. They appear to be associated with routes that serve both major 
residential areas—in particular, high-density residential areas, and employment land uses. 
This is consistent with variations in Friday ridership patterns being due to changes in work 
commute trips. Routes used by significant numbers of shift workers do not show these 
differences in ridership on Friday.
The data obtained for this analysis were very limited. NJ TRANSIT provided only PDF files 
for a very limited time period and only for a limited number of routes. Whether it has 
access to more detailed databases is not known, but this is likely not atypical of many 
transit agencies. Thus, this analysis is focused on providing a screening tool when more 
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detailed data on ridership is not readily available. This three-part tool identifies routes 
where consideration could be given to operating alternative schedules on Friday:
1. Number of trips – sufficient total daily ridership such that a relatively modest 
reduction in trips (of between about 10% and 15%) on Friday could result in a 
potential saving of at least one run.
2. Service frequency – the frequency of service during the day and PM peak must be 
enough that removing or retiming services would not result in unacceptable waiting 
times for passengers. It would be desirable to maintain a frequency of at least three 
buses per hour after any alterations have been made to the service.
3. Commuting – identify routes that are heavily used by commuters through looking at 
the percentage of employment and residential land uses along the corridors served, 
but consider excluding routes that serve employment centers where large numbers 
of shift workers are employed.
Applying this to Newark, the two routes that could be considered for operating alterna-
tive schedules on Friday are Route 1 and Route 13, although here, as elsewhere, there may 
be other specific considerations based on staffing or ensuring connections to other tran-
sit services that may rule out any changes. These routes showed a reduction in total trips 
on Friday and, in particular, fewer trips in the AM and PM peaks, so consideration could 
be given to reducing service in the AM and PM peaks on Friday, but possibly strengthen-
ing service during the inter-peak. This could be implemented on a trial basis, with ongoing 
monitoring to ensure that passenger confusion, crowding, and any reduction in ridership 
do not cancel out the benefits that could be realized though operating an alternative 
schedule on Friday. Obviously, other considerations, such as driver scheduling and labor 
contracts may limit the ability to make scheduling changes.
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